Blues dance sufferers style
Levi Tafari

Beating bouncing bubbling
reggae music jumps out from a dread sound system
riding on clouds of smoke
vibrating through the structure of the building
communicating to the people
bringing forth a message of redemption
Bob Marley sings a song with a Rasta connection
brothers and sisters rocking
entwined like a root that keeps growing

Blues dance sufferers style
mi seh de DJ play and de DJ say
‘Guh deh cause yuh wicked and yuh wild
roots rock don’t stop yuh haffe move forward.’

Darkness fills the room
‘ites’, gold and green shines brightly
beaming like the full moon
the vibes a run right the atmosphere gets bubbly
cans of Red Stripe flowing like a never ending stream
the music keeps on growing fulfilling all your dreams
the partaking of the peace pipe the smell of the herb is ire
mixed with curry goat and rice
the kitchen plays its part
and the dance smells nice
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Blues dance sufferers style
mi seh de DJ play and de DJ say
‘Guh deh cause yuh wicked and yuh wild
roots rock don’t stop yuh haffe move forward.’

A commercial break
it’s a soul earthquake
some get funky
soul heads bop to the music
slipping and sliding them could never refuse it
lovers dance cheek to cheek
whilst skankers skank the late hour
dripping in sweat like them just get a shower
hold tight each night
this is black music

Battling two sound system
competition takes place inna the blues dance
DJs flashing lyrics rapidly
‘Get flat or get shot’ keep moving
ravers coming and going
checking out the various sessions
nuff dance inna de area
which one fi check it’s a dread decision

Blues dance sufferers style
mi seh de DJ play and de DJ say
‘Guh deh cause yuh wicked and yuh wild
roots rock don’t stop yuh haffe move forward.’
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All shades of people inna the blues dance
dubbing to the sounds of dub
sanctuary inna the ghetto
an escape from commercial clubs
disco are too clinical the DJ takes control
disco lights imposing to the sounds of rock and roll
the music shuts down early just a you get hyped
the night is young and yuh want fi rave
that style is not your type
yuh reach de blues dance late
yuh pay de musical rate
yuh forward through de gate
fi guh listen dub plate
sweet reggae music

Blues dance sufferers style
mi seh de DJ play and de DJ say
‘Guh deh cause yuh wicked and yuh wild
roots rock don’t stop yuh haffe move forward.’
move forward
move forward
inna de blues dance
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